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 I have called, emailed, and been on the phone to see if I can get a loaner, but they cannot help me. I have attached my main problem file, and if you think it is of any help, I am not looking for anything else but the runtime engine. I will try other things with the 7.0 after. Thank you for any help. I would love to know if there's a way to change the 7.0 number to the 7.1 number, since I've got a couple of
V7's but I want to use the version I already have. Or, even better, give me a loaner of a labview 7.1 so I can use the 7.0 on my workstation. Thanks! Using the help of the posting thread, I downloaded the code form the version 7.1a and adjusted it to the version I have installed. I was able to compile it and it ran as it should. When I try to open it, I get the message "The runtime engine could not load the

file" for the 7.0 file, even though the coding was made for the 7.1 version.Q: Does concat.io/@vercel have CORS restrictions? I am trying to use the concat.io/@vercel/fs library as a CORS server. I have this configuration that works. It tells you if you are receiving CORS restrictions. var concat = require('concat-stream'), crossDomain = { src: '', headers: { origin: '' }, method: 'GET', options: {
credentials: true } }; concat(crossDomain, function (response) { console.log('recieved request with CORS'); console.log(response); }).on('error', function (err) { console.log('something went wrong', err.message); }); But if 82157476af
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